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Season 1, Episode 16
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Star-Crossed Lovers and Other Strangers



Luke's ex-girlfriend Rachel arrives in Stars Hollow unexpectedly, and immediately picks up on the attraction between Luke and Lorelai, which they deny. Rachel decides to stay for awhile, which leaves Luke and Lorelai with mixed feelings. Lorelai and Rory are amazed when Emily agrees to excuse Rory from Friday night dinner so that Rory and Dean can celebrate their three month anniversary. When Lorelai arrives for dinner, she discovers the source of Emily's largesse -- her mother has invited another guest -- a man with whom she secretly hopes to fix Lorelai up. After a painful dinner with one of the world's most boring men, Lorelai attempts to escape through the window of her old bedroom, but is caught in the act by Richard. When he is forced to admit that even he is bored by the man, he uncharacteristically covers for her and lets her make her getaway. Back in Stars Hollow, Dean treats Rory to a wonderfully romantic dinner, and then gives her a present -- a car that he's restoring for h
Quest roles:
Liz Torres(Miss Patty), Michael Winters(Taylor Doose), Grant-Lee Phillips(Grant), Teal Redmann(Louise Grant), Chad Michael Murray(Tristan Dugray), David Huddleston, Jacqui Maxwell


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
8 March 2001, 00:00
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